Legal
Professional

Within the legal environment, PaperCut is well suited to integrate
with the most popular legal billing software solutions, such as
PCLaw, ProLaw, Juris, Timeslips, and Tabs3.

The Benefits
Import to PaperCut
Import to PaperCut requires a tab delimited file. This can be created directly for import or an application can be
created to take an existing export from the billing software and convert it to the required format.

Export to PaperCut
PaperCut provides a large number of useful reports for shared account use. These reports even include invoicing type
reports. Some customers prefer to have the data exported from PaperCut to import back into their billing software.
PaperCut easily creates a .CSV file that can be readily imported into your accounting software.

Automatically convert print jobs to gray scale and duplex.
Previously PaperCut could only disallow all single sided and color printing jobs on a printer, but now jobs can
be automatically converted to duplex and/or gray scale. For instance always force staff to print duplex or use
conditional scripting to automatically convert all Outlook email messages to gray scale.

Track your firms printing and copying usage with real-time reporting.
On the completion of each copy session (when the user presses end) the details of the copy transaction are
logged into PaperCut in real-time. Provision for network failure is provided enabling session replay from
memory. Administrators have access to the same PaperCut reporting and management features as they
would have for a standard printer.

Secure Print Release & Find-Me Printing
In a standard printing environment, a user’s jobs are sent directly to the printer/MFP for immediate printing. This results
in wasted paper and toner when printing is forgotten and not collected. It also presents a security risk if those forgotten
jobs were sensitive or confidential. PaperCut print release provides a simple solution that places jobs in a holding state
until the user authenticates and releases the job at the printer.

Guarantee that your clients are billed for every print, copy, fax and scan.
PaperCut’s advanced client software empowers users to allocate print jobs to specific accounts, allowing you to
recover costs from clients, projects and/or departments. A pop-up window actively prompts users to allocate
print jobs to specific client accounts.
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